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About This Game

Kautic is an action platform game where villagers from a little Town have been petrified and now Kautic, the Bald Wizard, has
the hard mission of saving them, but he will need to venture into a world controlled by evil creatures.

Features

 29 Different enemies

 Boss battles

 Choose your way through the game

 Different biomes

 Difficulty like in the classic plataform games

 Easter eggs

 Pixel art

 Full controller support
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Title: Kautic - The Bald Wizard
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Bad Coffee Games
Publisher:
Bad Coffee Games
Release Date: 3 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.0 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 32MB VRAM Integrated Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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Multiplayer has no difficulty selection.
Multiplayer has no continues.
multiplayer has shared lives.

Unless you and your friends know how to beat the entire game without dying it's useless as a multiplayer game, which is how I
wanted to play it when I bought it.

Don't buy it. Just play the original on an emulator or something.. The game is enjoyable for a few hours then the lack of depth
begins to show, also the dev abandoned the game.. Fun little game, beats having to listen to angsty teens on call of duty..
Its\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Why?

Well it looks terrible, the controls are very very bad (holding down middle mous button to look around instead of just using the
mouse for example)
It is badly made (another example: People will say "oh i am so thirsty INFRONT OF THE BAR INSTEAD OF GOING
THERE)
animals have 3 "needs" once you cover those (something to play with, the right ground, food) you dont have to care about them
any more.
I could go on and on. I added this to my wishlist hoping to get a good Software booster but, all I got was a trash and useless
program that didn't do anything at all but just clear my \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing folders useless 5 dollars you should've
never \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing spent on this pathetic excuse of a "game booster" \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you and
your $5 dollars it's not worth $5 and for you guys to even put it on $5 is sad just to rip idiots off well
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you and eat my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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Looks like a fun game, but makes me sick within minutes. A few other VR games, make me feel queasy after an extended
period, but this game is like riding the vomit commet at the locial fair!. This is a free game from Miniclip. Made on Flash,
poorly optimized, almost unplayable. Doesn't deserve a proper review.

Don't support devs like this one, ignore this game at all costs.. Amazing game if your looking for a game to play with a friend on
the pc this is it would recommend. A pretty short 2 hour run-of-the-mill HOG that doesn't seem to have anything new to the
table. It works pretty well if you're just here for the gaming aspect of HOGs, I've encountered no bugs or issues others have
voiced out. Fair warning though, both the puzzles and hidden object scene of this game pose no challenge which could equate to
a very dull experience. There are maybe 1 or 2 puzzles that pass the time enough, but again it might fall into tediousness than
actual difficulty. There are moments you could potentially miss an item (outside hidden scenes) because it's either not sparkling
or just very hard to see.

I feel like the developers do stand a chance of creating something special, their visual department succeeds at a pretty good spot
in comparison to other HOGs. Unfortunately, the lackluster storytelling and weak puzzle elements, make this game excessively
mediocre. You can't even hate it or get frustrated, it's just very average.
I also won't forget to mention that the character models are pretty bad (both in motion and in graphic quality), and are arguably
the most negative thing I could say about this game. It ruins the immersion. (But understandably animating is a huge pain in the
butt and cost a lot of money and time to do.)

I do appreciate that the hidden object scenes reflect a semblance of cohesion. Most items are blended very well into the
backdrop, almost looking hand-drawn into the scene. There was maybe one scene that was questionably poorer in quality than
the rest. Heads up, I tend to play my HOGs in window mode (which I'm glad this game has btw) so I can't account how beautiful
it continues to be in full screen.

Overall, it's...doable. It's been a while since I played a HOG so this was a good refresher course.. Very fun with friends, very sad
alone.

This is good game.
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